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Quotations and Data-Sheet 

1.Silica gel raw material suction cup imported from the United States, good
adsorption, anti-aging. 
2.American Thomas vacuum system control, safe and efficient 
3.High-power pole design, strong thrust, easy to flip 
4.Japan Panasonic vacuum sensor, with automatic pneumatic stop 
function, sensitive response and stable performance 
5.Equipped with a vacuum accumulator, the pressure holding time is long 
and the use is safer 
6.Two 12V20Ah large-capacity batteries, sufficient power 
7.24v Charger with Smart Repair
8.Each suction cup has a vacuum control valve, which can be controlled 
individually for easy maintenance 
9.The suction cap position is adjustable, suitable for different sizes of glass 
10.Wireless remote control is easy and safe to operate 
11.Suction cup holder can be extended (H type) 
12.Not suitable for rainy days 

Advantages 
Model GL-SC-400X GL-SC-600X GL-SC-800X GL-SC-1000X GL-SC-1200X 

Lifting Capacity kg 400 600 800 1000 1200 

Cup Qty pc 4 6 8 10 12 

Single Cup Size mm 300 300 300 300 300 

Single Cup 
Capacity 

kg 100 100 100 100 100 

Rotation / 360° electric rotate 

Battery V/AH 24/20 

Charger V/A 24V/6A 

Sucker Cup Size mm 840*930 2420*1100 1980*1620 1980*1620 1980*1620 

Overall Size after 
packing by 

wooden box 
mm 1100*940*500 

Weight kg 160 175 190 198 207 

Price 
INR/SET 4,50,000 4,80,000 5,10,000 5,40,000 5,80,000

Terms &Conditions 

Trade Term: Ex Works Vadodara , GST and freight Extra

Delivery Time: 35days upon Advance Payment 

Payment Terms:100% advance 

Quality warranty: 12 Months.Free Spare Parts Replacement 

Packing: wooden carton. 

Validity: 15day 

Suction caps are specially design for lifting and installing large and /or heavy glass 

elements or heavy plate. Automatic tilt 90°,automatic rotated 360°.It is 
equipped with a silicone suction cup imported from the United States, which is soft 
and has good adsorption, and has a long anti-aging service life. The position of the 
suction cups can be adjusted, and each suction cup is equipped with individually 
controlled air valves, which can easily install large and long 
sheets ,small and narrow glass, widely used in glass glass factory production lines 
and glass curtain wall construction. Full-load operation is possible thanks to 
Thomas's dual vacuum system design. The electric glass suction cup has a wireless 
remote control, which can wireless operate suction, deflation, rotation, flip and 
other functions. The glass suction cups are packaged in a specially designed 
plywood box for easy transportation. 
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